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with a cast that includes colin farrell, andy garcia, chris hemsworth, samuel l. jackson, judd hirsch,
and cillian murphy, men in black: international is directed by f. gary gray and stars chris hemsworth,
tommy lee jones, and viola davis. the film opens in the uk on april 14th 2018, and in the us on may
25th 2018. moviemakers have long wished that they could shoot a movie in an abandoned building,

and make it look like it was shot in a regular house or apartment, using special effects and other
tools. now, a filmmaker by the name of eric hovind has done just that, and it looks great. olympus

has released an update to its critically acclaimed pen e-pl7 - a compact system camera that offers 4k
video, raw shooting and, since april, wi-fi connectivity for direct upload to social media services. the
updated e-pl7 features a new 12.2mp cmos sensor (versus the 10.2mp on its predecessor), and is

still offered in either silver or black. it goes on sale in the usa and europe in september for $800 and
£590, respectively. fuji has announced a new and cheaper 'two-in-one' camera - the finepix hs50. the
16mp compact offers a 3x zoom lens, good for a 32-96mm equivalent range, along with a 4x optical
zoom. the hs50 can record video in full hd, and can be used as a stills camera or as a video camera.
it also sports a 2.7 inch lcd, with touch sensitivity and the ability to view images in either landscape

or portrait format. panasonic has unveiled a new 32.4mm pancake lens for its micro four thirds
cameras - the el-fs32. it has a wide angle of 24mm and a focal length of 32.4mm, and is available in

silver or black. it will be available in november for $125.
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maps for ios and android. on this page, you'll
be able to find our scores for the cameras,
phones and tablets we've tested, as well as
links to the products' reviews. if you want to
check out the page yourself, you'll need to

download the app from google's app store or
google play, and then start your search for a
particular device. you can then click on the

result to read our review and score. after the
successful launch of the wildly popular garmin
virb series of action cameras, garmin is ready

to take the plunge into the rugged action
camera market. the virb action camera series

takes into account the needs of a more
adventurous photographer or videographer,

offering a range of features to capture action,
adventure and the great outdoors. packed
with advanced technology, including a 1.4"

color touchscreen display, integrated
weatherproof housing, ant+ and bluetooth

connectivity, the new virb action cameras are
fully capable of shooting 1080p hd video and
capturing high quality stills. a built-in gps and
wi-fi module allow users to easily connect to

social networks and share their adventures on
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youtube, facebook and other sites. garmin has
taken a leap into the rugged action camera
market with the garmin virb and virb elite,

designed to capture video and stills in
extreme conditions. in a market segment

currently dominated by gopro, the virb steps
into the ring with a 1.4-inch display, 1080p

video capture, integrated weatherproof
housing and ant+ connectivity. the virb elite is

a step-up model with built-in wi-fi and gps.
both are capable of 16 megapixel still images,

as well as time-lapse photography. click
through for the full press release and pricing.
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